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• The association of national PID patient organisations dedicated 
to improving:

• Improve access to early diagnosis & patient-centred care

• Build capacity & support national member organisations

• Educate, promote knowledge and data-sharing

• Strengthen multi stakeholder cooperation

• To improve the lives of people living with a primary
immunodeficiency (PID), worldwide

IPOPI





What are PIDs? 



IG therapies & PIDs

• Immunoglobulin therapies (IG) are plasma-derived medicinal products:
biologics

• PID patients who require life long IG replacement therapy will:

• Each have an individualised dose of Ig to prevent infections

• Each have a unique trough IgG level to prevent bacterial infection

• Not every product will suit every patient : Not generic!

• Improved patient survival in connection to higher IG dosing has been
demonstrated

• IG therapies are considered as Essential Medicines by the WHO both
for adult and children with PIDs.



What do PID Patients need ?

Access to Igs!



Access to IGs in the world

• est. 80% of PID patients do not have access to appropriate therapy on a

worldwide basis

• Prevalence ranges differ from region to region

• Assuming the range of prevalence estimates varies between 1/1,200 and

1/5,000* patients for PIDs and based on the latter more conservative

prevalence (200 per million population) we estimate that at least:

• 1.4 million people live with a PID worldwide of which a majority would

require IG therapy

• = 305 tons of Igs needed to cover PID patient needs (conservative

estimate)





22 Years of Worldwide Plasma Proteins Market Growth 
(Without Recombinant products)
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What do PID Patients in LIMCs face ?

Many hurdles



Immunoglobulin access globally (all routes)



IVIG access



SCIg access



fSCIG access



Access challenges in LMICs
• Plasma as raw resource

• Collection when existing, not meeting the international quality criteria

• Plasma waste

• Donation not in the culture (outside for family members)

• Access to treatment 
• Little awareness / interest from Health authorities for IgT as they address 

the most prevalent conditions at first (Malaria, TB, …)

• IgT considered very expensive, especially international ones (Ig, devices)

• Few local / regional facilities for quality fractionation

• Contract fractionation difficult because of quality of plasma

• Poor or inexistent health insurance systems

• Remote area
• People living in remote areas in an even worst situation 



Has COVID-19 made the situation more difficult?

Yes unfortunately



Impact of COVID-19
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Level in which the Ig shortage was felt
Since the start of the pandemic, have patients with PIDs experienced Ig tensions or
shortages in the countries… (multiple options posible)

Overview Question 2 N answers

Yes, at national level 16

Yes, at hospital level 5

Yes, at provincial/regional level 3

No 9

I don't know 1

Total of answers 34
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(n=34)

Source: IPOPI members survey 2021



Observations

Blood and Plasma donations as a result of COVID-19

donation rates usually during humanitarian crisis, not this time!

awareness of plasma and its vital therapeutic role

convalescent plasma and hyperimmune

patient needs at the forefront of policy discussions

donors compensated or not? little attention paid to it

LMIC structurally face access difficulties: Supply tensions on a

worldwide scale do not help, now further increased by COVID-19



What is IPOPI doing?
Working on 
several fronts!



Raising awareness and empowering patients



Our focus on plasma



Advocating for change

LATAM – Cancun 2019

Asia – Bangkok 2018

Vietnam & Malaysia – Ho Chi 

Minh & KL 2019

Newborn Screening

National Parliaments

United Nations, New York 

European Parliament, Brussels

APEC



• Publications of PID principles of care

• Advocacy support toolkit

• Implementation survey

• Launch of PID Life Index

Principles of care used in LMICs

We endorse the 

[….] principles, as 

elements of PID 

care provision 

that should be 

available and 

implemented in 

each country. 



Advancing Clinical Care & Research



How to improve availability of IG therapies in LMICs? 

More plasma & quality
Less wastage



How to improve plasma availability? 

• IPOPI collaborates through the Platform of Plasma Users (PLUS), in the
preparation of recommendations to ensure the availability of plasma. →
Dublin Consensus statements & Other PLUS position papers

• Key ideas and suggestions (on blood and plasma management):

• Increase the availability of high quality plasma for fractionation.

• Urgent need to improve GMP practises and thereby enabling
fractionation into products for patients

• implement measures to avoid the wastage of plasma recovered from
whole blood.



How to improve plasma availability? 

• Key ideas and suggestions (continuation):

• Provide an adequate supply of PDMPs from recovered and source
plasma to meet patient needs on a global level.

• Public and private sectors co-existing or even collaborating to leverage
plasma collection capacity

• The needs of patients should determine the optimal collection of blood
and plasma.

• IPOPI and PID patients need & support both blood and plasma
donors



Conclusions

• IG therapies are the ‘driving product’ of the PDMPs industry

• The demand for Ig therapies has been growing annually at 6-8%

• Supply tensions happening on a recurring basis and further worsened by COVID19

• PID patients need IG therapies and do not have any alternative treatments

• Significant disparities in terms of PID diagnosis rates and patient access to IG

• LMICs most affected!



Conclusions

• Significant imbalance in global plasma collection with 65% of this being from the US

• Need for regionally balanced collection to reach global sufficiency in PDMPs & better

access in LMICs

• Need for personalized treatments & patient-centred policies, more medical expertise

• Collaboration guided by patient needs, donor care, safety of PDMPs and a better

understanding of the differences between blood and plasma and their derived

therapies

• Plasma and PDMPs supply is a basic healthcare need and a safety issue. An

insufficient supply is a major safety risk to patients.



Thank you!


